**LifeTrack Instructions:**

1: Reset unit, using a small paper clip. To prevent accidental resets, cover the area with a small sticker.

2: Unit will start in pre-test "hold" mode. This is a built-in delay. *Do not press any other buttons at this time.*

3: After the built-in delay is over, the four "stability" bars will appear. The unit is now fully active.

4: A fresh LifeTrack shows a "+" and four bars (100-75%, 75-50%, 50-25%, 25-10%)

5: As the lifetime is used up, the number of displayed bars decreases

6: An expired LifeTrack shows a "-" with no remaining bars.

---

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation. CE EN61000-6-1, EN61000-6-3, EN61000-4-2, EN610004-3, EN61000-4-8; FCC 15B